Abstract. Quillen's solution of Serre's problem is extended to Laurent polynomial rings. An example is given of a A[T, r~']-module P which is not extended even though A is regular and Pm is extended for all maximal ideals m of A.
rkP> Krull dim R. Then P is extended from R i.e., P pa A ®R Q.
We can give an alternative formulation of this result as a cancellation theorem. Corollary 1.2. Let R, A, and P be as in Theorem 1.1. Assume conditions (1) and (2) are satisfied. If P' is a projective A-module stably isomorphic to P, then P'paP.
It is easy to see that this is equivalent to Theorem 1.1. Retract A onto R by sending x¡ to 1 andy¡ to 0. Let Q = R ®A P and Q' = R ®A P'. Since P' is stably isomorphic to P it also satisfies (1) and (2) so P pa A ®R Q and P' pa A ®R Q'. But Q and Q' are stably isomorphic and Bass' cancellation theorem [1, Chapter IV, Corollary 3.5] applies because of (2) . Therefore Q' pa Q and so P' pa P. Conversely, if Corollary 1.2 holds and P satisfies (1) and (2) then P is stably isomorphic to A ®R Q by (1) and so P pa A ®R Q.
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 1.1. Consider first the case n = 0 in which A = R[yx,... ,ym] is a polynomial ring. This case was also done independently by Murthy. Conditions (1) and (2) are clearly preserved by localizing. It will suffice to show that Pm over Rm[yx,... ,ym] is extended for each maximal ideal m of R since the proof of [7, Theorem 1] clearly applies to polynomials in several variables. In fact, it applies to all graded jR-algebras of the form A = A0 + Ax + ... with A0 = R. Therefore we can assume R is local. In this case, (1) simply says that P is stably free while the conclusion says that P is free. It will therefore suffice to treat the case where P is presented by a unimodular row (f0, fx,... ,fr). By [3, §4] or [10, Corollary 4.4] we can change variables and perform elementary transformations to make /" monic in ym. Now P¡ is clearly free so [7, Theorem 3] applied to R[ Vj,...,ym-\] and T = ym shows that P is free.
(') After this paper was written, Bass showed me a letter from Suslin in which he gives another proof of Serre's conjecture which was obtained independently of Quillen's work and at about the same time. His proof is completely different from Quillen's and uses ideas related to [11] . Suslin also states that his method yields Theorem 1. Proof. Let g(x~x) = x~"f(x) where n = deg/. We can write Pf -R[x,x~x]j ®jjfj(-ij Q since P} is even extended from R. Regard F as a vector bundle on Spec/?[x,x_l] = {x~x =£0) in Spec/? [x-1] . Take the bundle defined by Q, restrict it to { g =£ 0} and glue the bundles together using the isomorphism over {x~x ¥= 0) n {g ¥= 0) = Spec R[x, x~x]f. These two open sets cover Spec R[x~'].
We can now finish the proof of Theorem 1.1. By induction on n we can assume that Theorem 1.1 (and hence Corollary 1.2) holds for
.x",x~ ,y" ... ,ym].
Retract A onto R as above and let Q = R ®A P so that P and A ®R Q are stably isomorphic. By induction on n we conclude that P' (and hence F) is extended from R.
Corollary lA.IfR is noetherian of Krull dimension < 1, then every finitely generated projective module P over The equivalence of (A), (B), and (C) follows from [7, Theorem 1] which shows that it is sufficient to consider these questions when R is local. In this case the equivalence is obvious.
Note that the hypothesis of (1)/ = a¡ + b¡x with a¡, b¡ G A, (2) P/xP is free, (3)l/nlEA. Then P is free. 2. An example. In [5] , Loday showed that an orthogonal map Rp+X X R* -» R? leads to an algebraic map Sp X S9 -» Sp+9 inducing a homeomorphism Sp A S9 ss Sp+<>. I will apply his construction to the orthogonal map C X C" -» C given by (t, (zx,.... zn)) -» (tzx,..., tzn). Regard Sx as the unit sphere of C, 52n+1 as that of C+I, and S2n as that of R X C. After changing the sign of Loday's second real coordinate, his map S1 X S2" -> S2n+X becomes In fact, the ideal generated by the elements of this row contains 1 -(1 -t)(l -x)/2 and (1 -/)(1 -x2)/2. By dividing the second of these by the first we see that the ideal contains x + 1 and hence also 1 -(1 -t) =» t. We now choose A = C[x0,..., x4]/(2x? -1) the ring of complex polynomial functions on S4. Consider the unimodular row (*) with n = 2, x = x0, zx = xx + ix2, and z2 = x3 + ix4. This row defines a projective module P of rank 2 over A [t, t ~ ']. In particular, P is not extended from A. Note that P also gives a negative answer to the question at the end of [7] .
To prove the theorem, we regard A[t, t~x] as a ring of functions on Sx X S4 by identifying / with the S '-coordinate: Sx = {t E C| \t\ = 1}. As in [9] , P defines a vector bundle E on Sx X S4. Lemma 
E is nontrivial.
Proof. The unimodular row (*) defines Loday's map/: Sx X 54->S5 c C3 and E is therefore the pullback of the bundle £' on 55 defined by the unimodular row (z0, zx, z^. It is well known and easy to see(3) that the associated principal bundle of E' is, up to complex conjugation, the canonical bundle U(2)~> i/(3)-> S5. If E is trivial, the pullback of this principal bundle will be trivial and a section of it will give a lifting of / to g: SXXS4-* U(3). By [4] , H*(U(3), Z/2Z) has generators hxEHx,h2E H\ h3 G H5 with Sq2h2 = h3. Since H* is an exterior algebra it is easy to check that h3 is the only nonzero element in H5. The product formula for Steenrod operations shows that these are all trivial on Sx X S4. Therefore g*(h3) = Sq2g*ih2) = 0 and so g* is zero in dimension 5. This implies the same for/* which is absurd since/is a map of 5-manifolds of degree 1.
Suppose now that P has the form P = A[t, t~x] ®A[i] Q where Q is a finitely generated projective v4[r]-module. Then Q induces the bundle E by the map A [t] -> C(5 ' X S4) where C denotes the ring of continuous complex functions. Also Q/it -l)Q pa P/it -1)P is free since the unimodular row Remark. The construction used to prove Theorem 2.1 does not, of course, apply to C[tx, /,"',..., /", t~x]. In fact, Loday [5] has shown that any algebraic map T" -> S" is homotopic to a constant.
The above example can also be used to show that the analogue of [7, Theorem 1] does not hold for Laurent rings. Theorem 2.5. Let A and P be as in Theorem 2.1. Then Pm is free over Am[t, t~l]for every maximal ideal m of A.
The following special case of the question in [7] therefore remains open: If A is a regular local ring, does every projective A[x, x~']-module extend to A [x]? This would, of course, suffice to prove the conjecture in [7] . Theorem 2.5 follows immediately from the definition of F and the following more general result. This depends on Theorem 1.6 and hence on Suslin's as yet unpublished theorem. However, for Theorem 2.5 we only need the case n = 2 which follows from [11, Theorem 2.1].
Lemma 2.6. Let A be a commutative local ring and let (f0, /,,...,/,) be a unimodular row over A [t, t~l] which defines a projective module P. Assume (1) Each f has the form f¡ -a¡ + b¡t, a¡, b¡ E A, ( 2) 1/«!G^. Then P is free.
Proof. Since A is local, P/(r -1)P is free. It is defined by ( (4) The referee informs me that this is well known for X = P\ Theorem 3.1 can also be derived easily from this.
which is exact at all points of Spec R except m. This sequence gives us a map /: M/xM -> R2 since the Koszul resolution 01.02 is exact, and/ is clearly an isomorphism except at m. Since (M/xM)~\X = C/xC, we see that ^/xSF«©2,. Therefore, if 5" is extended then Î* (0* XA,)2. By Lemma 3.2 below we would have M &T(X X A1, í)«r(JÍX A', 0)2 » R[x]2 but this is impossible because k has projective dimension 3 over R [x] .
To complete the proof we need the following result which was pointed out to me by Murthy. which shows that it is sufficient to consider the case § = 0. Similarly, using a local resolution 0' -» 0* -> S7 -» 0 we can reduce to the case $ = 0. Thus it is sufficient to show that T(X, 0)-»~ r(i/, 0) locally on X but this follows from the fact that R = n R9 over prime ideals of height 1 if R is a normal noetherian domain.
Remark. The hypothesis on § is clearly satisfied if (? =Hom(0C, 0) with % coherent. We need only take a local resolution of DC. In particular, it is satisfied if § is reflexive.
In a sense it is rather unfortunate that [7 Remark. It is not hard to check that the bundle 5" used in the proof of Theorem 3.1 is obtained by glueing free sheaves over Xx X A1 and X2 X A1 by an automorphism of the form 6 GLiiRad*})-This shows that the proof in [7] does not apply because l/axa2 $ Ra> + R"2 in contrast to the case where Rax + Ra2 = R. If f comes from a projective module P over R [x] , an obstruction of this simple type does not arise since R [[x] ]®R[x]P is free. In fact, Murthy [6] has shown that all projective R [x]-modules are free if R is a 2-dimensional regular local ring. He has recently extended this argument to show that all projective R[xx,..., x"\-modules are extended if R is regular of dimension 2.
